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It is important to determine the time-dependent evolution of the excitedmonolayer WS2, which will provide

a basis for the reasonable design of optoelectronic devices based on two-dimensional transition metal

dichalcogenides. Here, we made a simple and large-area photodetector based on the monolayer WS2,

with high light sensitivity and fast response, benefiting from the special dynamics of carrier involving the

exciton, trion, and charge. Moreover, we tested the relaxation behavior of the excited monolayer WS2 by

employing transient absorption (TA). It was found that the multi-body interaction among exciton would

occur after the density of pump photon increases to 3.45 � 1014 photons per cm2. The exciton

dissociation accompanying the generation of trion would appear in the photo-induced relaxation

process, which would be a benefit for the operation of this photodetector. Increasing the energy of the

exciton is good for the generation of carrier by comparing the relaxation behavior of WS2 excited to A

and B exciton states. However, the bound exciton relaxation, originating from the capture process of the

defect state, would exist and play an unfavorable role during the functioning of devices.
Introduction

Since the monolayer of graphene has been applied extensively
in the optoelectronic elds, the atomically thin materials have
been receiving much attention.1 The family of semiconducting
transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs), involving MoS2,2

WS2,3 MoSe2, and MoTe2,4 have highlighted an increasingly
important role, owing to their intriguing physical properties,
such as their sub-nanometer thickness, large optical absor-
bance, and sizable bandgaps around 1–2 eV.5,6 The extremely
thin thickness of TMDCs makes the control of switching more
effective,7 which can support high on/off ratios and can help in
reducing the short-channel effects and power dissipation.
These advantages of TMDCs are very convenient for developing
eld-effect transistors (FETs)8 and other optoelectronic devices.9

Recently, it has been proven that the superiority of OFF-state
current in the depletion regime10 would allow the photodetec-
tors, based on TMDCs, to have excellent characteristics, such as
low-noise and high-sensitivity detection.11,12

In order to broaden the application of TMDCs in the opto-
electronic elds, people need to improve the photoelectric
performances and simplify the fabrication process of devices
based on the understanding of the carrier dynamics. Actually,
both of them depend on the understanding of the ultrafast
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physical process occurring in the TMDCs. Recently, many
ultrafast photo-induced phenomena occurring in TMDCs have
been explored, such as phonon scattering,13 photo-generated
carrier relaxation,14–21 exciton–exciton interactions,22–25 strong
light-matter interactions,26 and carrier mobility,27 which would
play an important role in various optoelectronic applications
such as solar cells28 and photodetectors.29 Indeed, they open
a new window to understand the behaviour of photo-excitation
dynamics occurring in semiconductors and broaden a new path
to fabricate a new optoelectronic device.

In this letter, we fabricated a large-area and fast-response
photodetector based on monolayer WS2 through a simple
method and tested its optoelectronic performance simulta-
neously. Moreover, we probed the corresponding ultrafast
photoinduced relaxation process of monolayer WS2 by using
femtosecond transient absorption. From our data, we differ-
entiated multiple dynamic processes in the excited WS2 and
analyzed their role in the performance of the photodetector
simultaneously. The understanding of the carrier dynamics
helps us to analyze the operation mechanism of the devices
based on monolayer WS2.
Results and discussion
Materials and basic characterization

The monolayer WS2, in our experiment, was grown on the
sapphire substrates by the CVD (chemical vapour deposition)
technique.30 The steady-state absorption was measured by a UV-
vis absorption spectrometer (Purkinje, TU-1810PC). The
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 37195–37200 | 37195
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Fig. 2 (a) Photocurrent of monolayer WS2 under 532 nm excitation
with different illumination intensities at the voltage of 10 V. (b) Plot of
photocurrent and responsivity at different illumination intensities.
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femtosecond laser pulse was generated from our laser system
(Coherent), and the transient absorption technique has been
reported elsewhere.31 The excitation pulse was originated from
the pump optical parameters amplier (Coherent, TOPAS), and
the corresponding wavelength was estimated to be 510 nm (2.45
eV) and 610 nm (2.03 eV), respectively.32 The Raman spectrum
was recorded using a Renishaw in Via Raman Microscopic
instrument. Excitation laser at 514 nm was obtained with
a Spectra-Physics 160 M argon-ion laser. In the fabrication of
the photodetector, we used thermal-evaporator (Technol, ZHD
300) deposited two silver electrodes on the monolayer WS2, with
a thickness of 1000 Å and the electrode gap was about 50 mm.
The absorption spectrum in Fig. 1 shows the typical spectral
features of monolayer WS2 on the sapphire substrate. There are
two exciton transitions in the spectrum named “A” and “B”
exciton, which originated from the spin–orbit splitting of the
valence band, thereby corresponding to the excitonic transi-
tions at the K-point of the Brillouin zone.33 The second deriva-
tive of the absorption spectrum was used to accurately
determine the peak position for the oscillator strengths of A and
B exciton, which is shown in arbitrary units with an offset for
clarity.34 The nal spectral results exhibit the oscillator
strengths of A and B exciton, which was found to be located at
2.07 and 2.45 eV, respectively. The Raman spectrum is shown in
the inset of Fig. 1, which involves two Raman peaks, corre-
sponding to the E2g and A1g modes located at �355.0 and
�418.0 cm�1, respectively. The former peak originated from the
plane vibrationmode of W and S atoms, while the latter one was
attributed to the out-of-plane vibration of the S atoms.35,36

Photodetector performance

We carried out a series of optoelectronic tests on the photode-
tector to analyze its performance. Fig. 2(a) exhibits the illumi-
nation intensity-dependent photocurrent curve during the
repetitive switching of light illumination. The laser wavelength
was about 532 nm, and the bias voltage was xed at �10 V. The
photocurrent showed no obvious degradation during the scores
of cycles, suggesting that our photodetector had good stability
and repeatability. It implies that the carrier diffusion process
Fig. 1 The absorption spectrum of the monolayer WS2 and its second
derivative (the dashed line). Inset: the Raman spectra of WS2.
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under different illumination intensities but with the same
voltage was much rapid. Fig. 2(b) further indicates that the
photocurrent of the device increases almost linearly with the
illumination intensity, thereby suggesting that the generation
yield of the photo-generated carriers was almost insensitive to
the illumination intensity when the bias voltage was xed. The
intercept was estimated to be 0.08 nA through linear tting,
indicating that the pure electronic eld would drive the move-
ment of carriers without illumination. Herein, some free
carriers exist in the monolayer of WS2 at room temperature and
were responsible for the photocurrent under the bias voltage. In
addition, the responsivity of the device decreased with the
illumination intensity and is gradually close to the extreme and
towards stability aer the illumination intensity was increased
to 60 mW mm�2 (as seen in Fig. 2(b)), showing the good light
responsiveness of our photodetector.37,38

Fig. 3(a) offers the evolution of photocurrent as a function of
bias voltage. Apparently, the base current (I0) and the photo-
current (DI) together increased with the bias voltage. The former
implies that the improvement of I0 should originate from the
enhancement of the carrier mobility rate since the room
temperature was invariable, and the population of the free
carriers, activated by temperature, remain unchanged. In
addition, the enhancement of the current originating from the
variance of the carrier mobility rate was very limited. Therefore,
Fig. 3 (a) Photocurrent of monolayer WS2 under 532 nm excitation
and the illumination intensity was fixed at 13 mW mm�2. (b) Plot of DI
and resistance (R) at different voltage.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 4 (a) The TA spectra of WS2 at initial time. The dynamic curves
corresponding to the spectral features in the initial TA spectra, and the
fitting line of WS2 excited by photonwith energy of 2.07 (b) and 2.45 eV
(c). (d) The theoretical predicted energy band structure corresponding
to the direct transitions of monolayer WS2.
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the increase in the photocurrent (DI) at different bias voltage
should depend very much on the improvement of the free
carrier yield and the enhancement of the carrier mobility, since
the illumination intensity was invariable. Fig. 3(b) is the plot of
DI with different bias voltage under the same illumination
intensity. As it is shown, the free carriers increased almost
linearly with the bias voltage, suggesting that the carrier yield
does not reach saturation. The ratio of the voltage to the
response photocurrent can be represented in terms of the
resistance of the photodetector, and it was found that the ratio
decreases as the bias voltage decreases. In addition, we also
extracted the rise and decay time from the temporal response
curve, which were shorter than 2 s but much faster than the
devices of the same scale reported before.39

Ultra-fast carrier dynamics

In order to clearly scan the carrier dynamics occurring in the
monolayer WS2 of the photodetector, the corresponding tran-
sient absorption data was obtained and is given in Fig. 4. The
WS2 thin lm used in the TA test was the same as that in the
photodetector. Further, to study the photodetector character-
istics, we used CW-laser. In the TA test, we employed the
femtosecond laser. As per the previous reports,40–42 the carrier
dynamics probed by the TA technique was the same as that
induced by the CW-laser, since the generation of the carrier was
independent of the CW-laser or a femtosecond laser. The initial
TA spectrum in Fig. 4(a) offers a spectral feature of monolayer
WS2 at 0.3 ps, involving three positive bands (located at 2.03,
2.41, and 2.89 eV) and three negative bands (1.90, 2.24, and 2.67
eV), corresponding to the different exciton transitions. The
former was attributed to the ground state bleaching (GSB) of A,
B, and C exciton transition that mirrors the absorption spec-
trum in Fig. 1, and the latter was assigned to the photon-
induced absorption (PIA) of the exciton transition as
mentioned above. According to the band structure of WS2 (inset
of Fig. 4(a)), we employed ve Gaussian peaks to t the TA
spectra, so as to build the relationship between the spectral
feature and the electronic transition, and further determined
the origin of PIA simultaneously. The negative bands at 2.26 eV
and 1.9 eV should correspond to the PIA of the C exciton state
and that at 2.67 eV should originate from the PIA of A/B exciton
according to the band structure.

Fig. 4(b) offers the wavelength-dependent decay curves of
WS2, excited with A exciton resonance, with all the curves being
tted with a multi-exponential function. Aer photoexcitation,
a sub-picosecond decay process marked with red lines was
observed in A bleaching, which was too fast to be distinguished
in our experiment. The illumination intensity-dependent decay
behaviour has been observed in other TMDCs, such as MoS2
and MoSe2, which involve a much rapid decay process origi-
nating from the strong exciton–exciton annihilation.43,44

Considering the similarity in the time scale, it was speculated
that the rapid relaxation component should be assigned to the
exciton–exciton annihilation45 among A excitons. For the decay
curve of B bleaching, there also exists a fast-initial decay
component, whose lifetime was close to 1 ps. This component
can be attributed to the capture of the exciton originating from
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
the defect state,46,47 which oen exists in the large surface area
of the two-dimensional materials with many dangling bonds. In
addition, this type of trapping states oen appears in the
semiconductor with nanoscale.48

Aer that the bound exciton in the defect state would grad-
ually annihilate. A little rising component with a lifetime of 0.5
ps appears at 2.70 eV (AB-PIA), indicating that the A and B
exciton would dissociate into carriers aer photon-excitation,
which should accompany with the generation of trion in the
monolayer WS2. It is interesting to nd that the kinetic curves at
2.89 eV (C bleaching) and 2.26 eV (C-PIA) do not exhibit a fast
relaxation component with a lifetime of 1.0 ps, thereby sug-
gesting that the C exciton, with high activity, was not captured
by the defect state, and thus might directly dissociate into the
carriers aer photoexcitation.49 Aer 5 ps, the amplitude of all
the spectral features in the TA spectra decreased with time,
suggesting that the excitons or carriers in the monolayer WS2
would gradually migrate or recombine in the monolayer WS2
with time. If the monolayer of WS2 was excited with the B
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 37195–37200 | 37197
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exciton resonance, the corresponding relaxation behavior (as
seen in Fig. 4(c)) would have been a little different in compar-
ison with that of the A excitonic transition. At the same photon
density, the rapid sub-picosecond relaxation component would
disappear in the kinetic curve at 2.03 eV (A bleaching). But the
fast process, with which the lifetime of 1.0 ps illustrates the
capture of exciton by the defect state, would still appear in the
TA curve at 2.41 and 2.03 eV (A bleaching), suggesting that the
defect state would still participate in the photo-induced relax-
ation process. In addition, both A and B excitons would disso-
ciate into the carriers, accompanied by the formation of trion,50

since there is a rising component in the TA curve at 2.70 eV (AB-
PIA). According to the present data, it is reasonable to speculate
that the exciton dissociation accompanying the generation of
trion should play a positive role in the performance of our
photodetector based on WS2, but the process of exciton capture
by the defect state would lead to the retroaction. Further, the
exciton–exciton interaction that would exist at high illumina-
tion intensity may not happen since the density of the exciton
would not be too high during the operation of the photode-
tector. The illumination intensity-dependent TA data are
summarized in Fig. 5, where the pump inuence increases from
3.45 � 1014 to 4.14 � 1015 photons per cm2. Fig. 5(a) and (b)
offer the illumination intensity-dependent TA curves at 2.03 eV
Fig. 5 Illumination intensity-dependent (a) A exciton bleaching
dynamics; (b) B exciton bleaching dynamics; (c) PIA of A/B exciton in
the monolayer WS2 excited by the photon of 2.03 eV, where the black
square, red circle, blue triangle, pink triangle, green square, yellow
triangle, brown triangle, purple circle corresponds to the intensity of
3.45 � 1014, 6.89 � 1014, 1.03 � 1015, 1.38 � 1015, 2.07 � 1015, 2.76 �
1015, 3.45 � 1015, 4.14 � 1015 photons per cm2. (d) Initial amplitude
(sold circle) of A (black) and B (red) exciton as a function of intensity.
Additionally, the trapping lifetime of B exciton (square) as a function of
intensity. (e) The PIA amplitude (green solid circle), the corresponding
dissociated carriers (red solid circle), and the dissociation lifetime of A/
B exciton at different intensities (blue solid circle).
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(A bleaching) and 2.41 eV (B bleaching) under the pump photon
energy of 2.03 eV. As mentioned above, the rapid (sub-
picosecond) component, marked with the red square, origi-
nated from the exciton–exciton interaction. Herein, the
intensity-dependent TA amplitude also conrmed this view, but
the corresponding lifetime was too short to be distinguished,
suggesting that the interaction among the excitons in the
monolayer of WS2 was much rapid.51 Note that there was no
rapid relaxation component in Fig. 5(b), suggesting that the
exciton–exciton interaction would not happen among B exciton.
However, the capture process of B exciton by the defect state still
exists, whose lifetime was about 1 ps and almost invariable with
the illumination intensity, as seen in Fig. 5(d). Meanwhile, the
relaxation rate enhanced evidently at the same time. In addi-
tion, the variance relative to the initial amplitude of A or B
exciton as a function of illumination intensity is summarized in
Fig. 5(d). The amplitude of A and B exciton increases with the
illumination intensity and both of them gradually become
saturated. In this situation, the amplitude of B exciton would
reach saturation much earlier than that of A exciton. For B
exciton, its population would keep a certain range. The illumi-
nation intensity-dependent TA curve at 2.70 eV, which is reso-
nant with AB-PIA, is also given in Fig. 5(c). The initial amplitude
should be proportional to the photo-generated exciton pop-
ulation, and the subsequent rising behavior should correspond
to the A/B exciton dissociation accompanying the formation of
trion. Note that a rising component appears when the intensity
increases to 6.89 � 1014 photons per cm2. Moreover, its ampli-
tude and lifetime were obtained through multi-exponential
function tting, and both of them were sensitive to the
density of photon, as seen in Fig. 5(e). The former corresponds
to the sum of the amplitude of carrier (corresponding to the
yield of free charge) and that of the exciton (relative to the
remaining exciton). Apparently, the yield of exciton dissociation
(A carrier in Fig. 5(e)) increases with the illumination intensity
and gradually reaches a maximum at 4.14 � 1015 photons per
cm2. For the remaining exciton (A exciton in Fig. 5(e)), its
population gradually reaches a maximum and then decreases
with the illumination intensity, as seen in Fig. 5(e). The lifetime
of the exciton dissociation accompanying the generation of
trion is also given in Fig. 5(e) (lifetime), which quickly acceler-
ates to 2 ps with the illumination intensity. Aer the density of
the photon increases to 1.0� 1015 photons per cm2, the lifetime
becomes 1.0 ps and is almost invariable to the illumination
intensity, suggesting that the exciton dissociation dynamics
reaches the saturation. Apparently, the enhancement of the
pump intensity would increase the temperature and the
number of photo-generated excitons. Both of them would
promote the movement of carriers and facilitate the dissocia-
tion of the mount exciton.

Conclusions

In summary, we fabricated a simple optoelectronic detector
based on the monolayer of WS2. Through changing the illumi-
nation intensity and bias voltage, the electronic test exhibits
that this photo-detector owns high-sensitivity and low-noise,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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implying that the photo-generated carrier dynamics would play
an important role in the performance of the device. Then, the
time-dependent optical response of WS2 monolayers was scan-
ned by the femtosecond broadband transient absorption spec-
troscopy. It was found that the exciton–exciton annihilation,
exciton dissociation, bound exciton relaxation relative to
exciton trapping, and free carrier movement would participate
in the relaxation process of the excited WS2 monolayer aer
photo-excitation. The exciton dissociation, accompanying the
formation of trion, is helpful for the performance of the devices.
Specically, we found that the process of capturing exciton by
the defect state and the subsequent bound exciton relaxation
would also appear in the photo-induced relaxation process
owing to the special structure of the two-dimensional materials,
where many defect states would exist. Thus, the nal results
help us to understand the determination of exciton dynamics in
monolayer WS2, which is of importance from the viewpoint of
fundamental physics and photonic device applications.
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